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Abstract

This paper investigates the structural aspects of ritual'

in a Modern university, and.explores how ritual operates

:through the use oZ'tenure at'a irge university in the Western

United States.' The study is an ethnohistorical analysis of the

firing of a tenured professor, - H.Bruce Franklin. The paper

considers how people socially construCt their own reality and

discusses: a)the positioning of the actors in the.drama, b)the

historical forces that are.atwOrk within the symbolic representation

of time:, and Othe place of rituai as a process in a period of

conflict in a modern.organization. A synthesis of the,.ipterplay
, .

of ,ritual structure and function is explained so that a more

integrative understanding of ritual in a modern'educational

organization will be understood.

( Ritual,'Symbolic Anthropology, Conflict, Higher'Education-)
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I had arrived-then at the conclusion tiiat in fashioning a work of art we
, are by no means free, that 'We do not;choose how we shall make it but that
it is pre-existvit taLus andtherefore we are obliged,.since it is both
necessary and hidden, to Vo what we should have to do if it.were a law of
naturet that is to say to discover it. But this discoveryyhich art
'obliges us to make, is it not, I thought, really the discovery of what,
though' it ought to be miire Precious to us than anything'in the<World,
yet remains ordinarily for ever unknown to.Us, the discovery of our true
life, of reality as we have felt it to be, which differs so greatly fiom,
what we thi4k it is.

Marcel Proust The Past Recaptured
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Few studies have investigated therrole of ritual in periods

of conflict and violence in modern society. Mary Douglas (1973)

and Suzanne Campbell-Jones (1980) showed how ritual funotions in

the Catholic Church, and Deal And Kennedy (1982)-con5idered

ritualdn the organization Of a modern corporation. Most studies

of ritual's multiple roles and forms, however, focus on simple

societies that presumably have a structuial need for rituals that

-modern societies have either °Mgt or replaced. Roy.Rappaport argues

that l'abandonment of ritual, widespread inthe Contemporary-world,

is contributing significantly'to pociAlfand environmental

problems, as well at rfailures of.meaning" (1979:142). Rene

Girard, on ihe other htled, whose work, examines ritual violence

and sacrificial texts, believes that in the modern world, the

. written law and the courts have replacedthe ritual violence of

earlier societies: "For us the circle has been broken. We owe

our good fortune to one of our social institutions above all:g

our judicial'aystem, which servea to:deflect the menace of

vengeance" (1977:15). Although Rappaport, Girard, and others.

(e.g.Gluckman 1962;TUrner 1968) point ta structural_And psychological

differences between modern And simple societies' uses-of ritual,

virtually no anthropologically-oriented work has.been doni on

rituals in modern organizations.

I have soughthere a framewbrk for discussing A specific form

of ritual in a modern organizationr: The study centers around

what I term ritual violence. In The Druns of AffliIction Turner

states: '."There are.in Ndembu culture many kinds of ritual which

may be termed collectively 'rituals of affliction' or 'druns of

affliction' for Ndembuobften use the term 'drum' as &synonym both

for a type and an actual performance of ritual" (1968:15). This

paper considers/1 particular 'drum of affliction' in a modern

university. Modern organizations,'like small bands or tribes,

or small units of larger groups, must have ways of resolving

conflict that threatens the body. These resolutions often come

I
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through non-opersonalited means and by public means, so-that .

there is no single person who has to take responsibility for the

exeèution or sacrifice of the victim.

I begin with an analysia of tenure and academic freedom at

a large western university, using a case within the,last twenty

'years in which :the university fired a tenured professOr. I

create the historical context for those A6'tion8 and relate them

to the social climate of the time. In the second part of the

essay I provide a framewoi.k from which we can view the ritual

aspects of tenure and a discussidn of how actors in these events

socially constructed their own reality. I consider: a)the

positioning of the actOrs ilOhe drama, bYthe historidal forces

the are at work within the gymbolic representation of time, and

c) the place of ritual as a process within a process in both

simplex and multiplex comeninities. The third part of the paper

interpretsethe activities-at the university'through this frame-
.

work, suggesting that oui misunderstanding of mddern ritual may be

related to the technological underpinnings of modern professional

organizations.

'A caveat to the reader because I concentrate on how a group

WC.

socially constructs and gives meaning to itself, and how' social

reality exists within that prognie and sacred worIt view, I

do not deny that individual processes and actions are possible.

The focus on this paper, however, i on'one groures social

construction of reality. Indeed, the intent of this paper is not

to generalize about all professional organizationd or all of

modern society. This paper illustrates the limitations of

the universalist assumptions of recent theorists that ritual

conflict operates in a particular.way for all societies (e.g. Girard

1977), or that ritual conflict.exists only in a particular form

of cdminnity (e.g. Rappaport 1979;Gluckman.1962,1965). The in-depth

datudy, of one organization over a long time sPan, and a clear
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explication of how one ritual works-albeit under extraordinary

circumstances-will point thezdiscuinion of ritual aWay from a

linear continuum model of ritual in simplex-multiplex societies,

and toward a morn integrative'understanding of the 'drums of

affliction.'

I Tenure and Academic Freedom at Stanford:The Franklin Case as Ritual

It is generally acknowledged that Edward A. Ross of'

Stanford University'planted the seeds of.tenure in the American

professoriate; in 1900.Slantord President Jordan fired the young

Economics brofessor tor views that were too liberal for the

university. Ross's cane sparked a nationaland local outcry,

for many people felt that a young man had lost his job for

speaking.his mind. Initially,,as a professor hired in 1893,

Ross had-the respebt and admiration of the president, faculty

and students. President Jordan said of him: "I do not know'

a man in,this department in whose future I have more confidence.

rthink, of all the younger men in the c'ountry in this line of

work, Dr. Ross is the most prominent. He shows himself entirely

free froth either political prejudices or the prejudices of

books" (Elliott 107:331).- Ross, for his part,,also thought

Stanford and California were the best place to be. "President

Jordan, his heart in higher education and the advancement of

pure science, hid gathered about him four score men 25-40

years of age who shared his ideals" .(Roas 1936:54). Jordan
,

and California were, "everything I could desire" thought Ross;

Stanford was a young institution imbued with the Germanic

concept of Lehrfreiheit, a dedication for,academic excellence,

and a zeal to make the university the "Harvard of the West"

as Governor Stanford,had demanded of President Jordan.

Lehrfreiheit, the forerunner of academic freedom,.was the belief



that the professoriate must enjoy a 1?eedoi of teaching and a

freedom of inquiry so that the foundation of the university was

the doncept of the free assertion;discuSsion, and development

of ideas.

From 1896 until his dismissal in 1900,_Ross increasingly

tested the ability 9f the university t,o allow for'the free dis-
,

cussion of ideas, while at the same time allow the institution

to remain true_to Governor Stanford's dictum that the professoriate

stay away from political maneuverings. It is not surprising

that the stormover Lehrfreiheit should descend upon a Professor

of Economics and Sociology,'in that the period from 1870

onward saw the central focus of intellectual inquiry move from

that of theology and religion to,the social and economic sciences.

, By 1900 Roos had embraced,several controversiarsubjects

in'the administration's view: the free-coinage of sil;rer, the

municipal ownership of pUblic utilities the railway union

strike of 1898, and a public forum about the power of the "ruthless,

capitalists." He also spoke out vehemently against Asi,an

immigration becinse Asian laborers tOok jobs away from the working

Class. These causes were Socialist in nature, decidedly

political, and definitely aberrant for a prófessor at Stanford

University. The university, financed by the sole irust00,

Mrs. Leland Stanford, coUld lot,withstand such attacks froi one

of its oiln. Icor the wife of a;railroad baroi who had made countless

millions ,by employing Chinese laborers to build a privately owned

railroad, the words of Ross were no:less than heresy; his ideas

threatened the health, well-being and virtual stability of the

entire institution. By November 12,1900 Mrs.Stanford demanded-

and receiyed-President Jordan's concurrence that Ross Must be

fired.

Ross's dismissal provoked an outcry against the meddling-of an old

woman, the impoten9e of a university president to defend academic freedom,

and the harmful effects the dismissal had on a dedicated professor's
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career. In general, the.faculty supported the President and Mrs.

Stanford, but 'seven professors resigned in protest. Whilethe student

voice was nil, the reports of the press were shrill in condemnation:

"Universal is the sentiment of reprobation of Mrs. Stanford's course"

"Mo name on the-faculty list has brought greater glory to the institution

than Professor Ross's" (Ross 1936:73). The American EcOnomic Association

became thefirst professional organization in thecountry to investigate

an institution's firing of a professor.
.

As mentioned, moeit students of higher educatinn look to this

incident as planting theidea that the professoriate needed a

formalized system-tenure-to iprotect academic freedom. Since then, over

eighty-five percent of the institutions of higher education in America

have created some form of tenure. While tenure syster differ from

institutiorito institution, one general form is that a department .

hire an assisiant professor into a tenure-track position tor three

years. After three years the tenured faculty members of the department,'

along with student evelmations and an assessment by the dean, Vote to

Tenew the individual's contract for another three years, or let' him/her

40. The department's vote, with the dean4s assessment, becomes the,

property of the provOst's office where a decision is recommended to the

president and Board of Trustees. By the end of the sixth year a

similar,process occurs at.which'time either the individual becomes an

Associate Professor and receives tenure, or loses.his/her job. At a

research university like Stanford, tenure committees take into consid-

eration factors such as'publication record, research projects underway,

student evaluation of teaching, and dissertation advisee load. Generally,

after,a faculty member bps been granted tenure an arbitrary time period

is set up for another review to see if the individual's rank should be

moved from Associate level to full Professor.

Various cases occur where a university denies tenure and an

investigation happens. Most recently, Stanford University and the

University of California at Santa Cruz have denied two feminist faculty

members tenure on the grounda that'their research is not scholarly. A

review of their cases by outside committees is underway. While formal

estigitions of tenure denial are not widespread, many cases can be



discussed since the days,of Edward Ross. What is more rare is to

consiaer a,professOr wholias been:granted tenure and loses his:sjob. The

case of H.Bruce Franklin provides one of the first instances where the

American professOriate decided to fire atenured faculty member for

activities that sorely.tested the university's dedication to academic

freedom.

By 1970, the battleground for academic freedom was not to be tried

on a "cross of gold" or on immigrant ships bringing economic doom to the

American worker as it had in Rose's time; rattier, free speech centered

upon a country thousands of miles from the Stanford col.pus and battleships.
Pa

that delivered American soldiers onto the shores of Vietnam. Stanford's

involvement.with the war, ranging from Board of Trustees invest-

ments, to computer simulation models of American invasions of Laos,

demanded action, thought Bruce Franklin, on the part of the university

community.

The events'of the time, centering around the war, and the situation

on the campus, were filled with discord and near-chaos. The,presidency,

after a long-reign of Wallace Sterling, was-first left vacant, and then

filled by Kenneth Pitzer for a brief eighteen months, beginning:in 1969.

President Pitzer,.unaware of, and unable to cope with increasing tension

on campus, stayed away at Rice University until he finally arrived into

a virtual witches' brew of troubles, anxieties, and increasing campus

unrest. The provost's positidn had also been left vacant for a short

time, so that for a critical feW years the university wi4 without

consistent leadership in the two top positions. By 1970 the external

factor of the war in Vietnam, cobbined with the lack of/top leadership,

a faculty that,increasingly demanded a voice in the governance of the

institution, and a student body that*reacted against tbe perceived in-
.

difference of an administration,'provided for _a situatl,on that many thought

was close t disaster. Buildings had been pillagea; and lives had been
_

threatened when the'new presi4ent -Richard Lyman- assi,imed affice.

Lyman's immediate energies went-to restoring calm taHthe university.

His appointment of a trusted faculty member, WilliamiMiller, to the post

of provost, created a feeling among the professoriate that their voices

would be heard in _the administration. The newly creAted Faculty Senate

also ppovided a-forum for scholarly discourse about Taculty concerns.
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If President Lyman thoUght his actiOnsvaalmed the universitY waters;

then his perception of H.Bruce Franklin was that he poured oil on, and

was readY to light a match to, those sameWaters. Profpssor Ffanklin, a
le

noted Marxist scholar of Herman Melville, was a founding member of the

Venceremos Brigade - nhArxist, third wald group that called for the

active overthrowing of the-capitalist system. As an ear* outspoken

oPPonerif of the war, Franklin originally had embraced liberal causes

whosp purpose was to bring about a peaceful solution in the Vietnam war.

He had tried peaceful means-sit..ins, demonBirations against napalm'.

producing companies in a nearby town, and countless teach!dns to help

studenta debate the pressing concernB of the day. By'1968 he and others,

however, had concluded the university needed to be brought to its knees

if the war were to end..

The act that instigated Franklin's,dismissal prdceedings Was a

speech given-or attempted to be given-by Henry Cabot Lodge at Stanf.-ird

University on the night of January 11,1971. The president asserted that

Franklin had sought to disrUpt the speech and not allmiLodge to speak.

Franklin's response was, "It is criminal not_to take action against the

murderer of the Vietnamese people. I would argue that.the action I and

oihefs did on January 11 constitute inappropriate behavior. The

appropriate response to-war criminals id not-heckling, but what was done,

to those at NUremberg: they shouid be locked,up or,executed" (Franklin

Files 1/12/71).

To a man dedicated to gentile discourse such as Lyman, statements

such as the above,,yand subsequent,comments by Franklin did little to clear,

the air of the problems that beset the university. Prior to the

Lodge incident, Lyman had taken the position that Jordan had with

Ross;%,,Palo Alto business people had protested to the president!

about Franklin's disrupting normal business activity. He responded:

"The university cannot be held,accountable for extracurricular actions

of its faculty. At the same time such activities can be releVant in

determining an individual's fitness to teaCh. The difficult question is,

when do such activities constitute conduct which would warrant dismistal"

(Franklin Files 9/7/70). By January ?9, after the Lodge incidert, Richard

4



Lyman haU decided.when such activities were inaPpropriate. By then

.his comment was: "The time for rhetoric about the need to protect

essentral rights while enforcing essential responsibilities is over.

The task is upc,n us" (Franklin FileE, 1/29/71).

Like Mrs. Stanford'during the Ross episode, he saw the university on

the brink of possible disaster - buildings'had been trashed and lives

threatened - and he somehow had to restore order tO the impending

'chaos. A picture of a tyrannical president out to crush faculty and.

student voices is not accurate; Lyman was an Opponent of the Vietnam

war, biat hd had' had no radical conversion as had Franklin. 'He applauded

free speech, but not at the expense of others. His split witY, Professor

Franklin was that where Franklin wanted action, Lyman wanted discourse.

Lyman expected the university to act in the way that Jordan had

proposed after the Ross affair: "I will deny freedom-for men without

experience in life, for men who live in a visionary world, for men whose

ready eloquence takes the place of science. Men with the PhD were not

always prepared fbr the freedom a grown man must take. Their fitness to

speak usually dates from the period in wkich they make the discovery

that.they are notyet quite ready" (Veysey 1965:398-9). Franklin the

visionary, was clearly unfit to speak.

'After the Lodge incident Franklin succeeded in having three more

.charges brought before the Advif;ory Council. On February 10,1971 he

gave a speech in White_Plaza where he said that students should march on

the computation cent-r. and disrupt the "Gamut-41" program that had been

. on,the computer. Gamut-H wa5 the acronym for a,computer simulation model

, of an armed invasion from Vietnam into Laos by American 8oldiers. Franklin

and other revolutionaries felt this insidious duplicity on the part of the

"nettnal" university and decided that stopping the war Lachine - in this

instance, the computer center - was the only appropriate response tc an

acdministration that was unsympathetic and unwilling to listen to their

needs. Franklin stated at the conclusion-of his speech: "What we're asking

for is for people to make that little tiny gesture to show that we are

willing to inconvenience ourselves a little bit and to begin to shut dowa

the most obvious machinery of war, such as, and I think it's a very good

target, that Computation Center" (Franklin Files 2/10/71).'
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- Students subsequently marched On the center, took it over, did

minimal damage (eight hundred dollars worthY and mulled around until

police arrived. The police ordered everyone to-leave the premises, and

the-two-faeulty observers that had been sent there by the administration

began to leate. What actually occUrred in the ensuing mdigents is unclear;

what is certain 1.6 that Franklin urged thejaculty members to stay, to

observe, so that violence against the students did not happen. For,

these actiona the administration charged him With inciting to,riot and

seeking to foment trouble during a dangerous situation.

Finally,, on theLsame night he gave another speech adVocating a

,complete shuttingftdown of the university; after the meeting violence

ensued. Whether Franklin's speech caused,the viOlenqe, or even if people

of his persuaaion participated in the'violence,,is still a mattei. Olf"

queation. ,On the one hand there are those who say he "incited" people to

riot and incitement to riot is grounds for dismissal. On the other

hand, the American Civil Libertieb Union dontended that he, "advOcated"

for people to disrupt activities and that advocacy of an action is

protected under the. law: The decision about these chargea: 1)the

Lodge incident', 2) the speech about the cbmputation center, 3)the activities

at the Center, and.4) the night speech about closing the university, was

to be deci'dedy the Advisory Council to the-President:
. -

President Lyipan wrote to Franklin that he wanted the Advisory

5-ouncil tO reyiew the matter rather than a lesser body, "because the

sanctibfis againcat you, as a faculty...member, are most serious in tpis

'Councilrather than a lesier one that can only.impose a waiming"

# (Franklin Files 1/29/71). Seven men - all tenured and all full
t

Professors - In the fields of: Biology, Theology, Psychology, Sociology,

EngiA6ering, Business, and Computer Science, comprised the Advisory

Cbuncil. The.Chair of the COuncil.was the future provost for Richard

Lyman, and present president of the:institution - Donald Kennedy.

The Advisory Council,c011ected oyer two thousand pages oftestimony

during thejall of 1971. They listened_for six hours a day,for over six

weeks to testimony given by Franklin, univers*ty officials, and countless

witnesses. Everyone absolved Franklin of any wrongdoing in the Lodge affair..



On the speech about the computation center, everyone agreed upon his guilt

surrounding the charge of inciting people to riot. On the speech and

his actions at the computation center there was a split decision 5-2,

with the Chair and theology professor casting the dissenting votes.

Finally, the vote concerning punishment for these offenses =was also 5-2;

again Professors Kennedy and Brown dissented. President Lyman accepted

the Council's verdict that tenure should be revoked and Franklin let go;

'Lyman presented the casb to the Board of Trustees, they concurred, and

Franklin lost his job.

Thus, within a year's time of trial and confli'ct, a tenured English L-
,

professor lost his job for-actions judged undignified for a priifessor.

.While the Council had consi d lesser penalties, in their final

judgment,: "We are highly'dub us whether rehabilitation is a useful

concept in this case. Professor Franklin's announced convictions about

the guilt of the university are deeply held and his opposition to the

institutioa in the present form seems implacable" (Franklin 1975:09).

There had been an outpouring of sentiment about Franklin's case both

nationally and locally. The American Civil Lierties Union and,AAUP

demanded a legal investigation. In the Stanford Archives over seven

boxes bf 'newspaper clippings exist that represent a wide range of faculty' -

opinion in suf,port of the president's decision, or demanding that the

Advisory Council dissolve and let Franklin return to teaching. Ihe

most vocal supporters of Franklin were the group who were most silent

during the Ross affair - the students. Many students attended the

hearings of the Advisory Council, and many of them appeared as witnesses
*

in support of Professor.Franklin. Nevertheles81 the.assessnent by Mayhew

of community sentiment wat probably most catosaly repres9ative of the

truth: "There were some on campus decidedly critical of the entire,process.

However,. the larger preponderance of campus'ornion accepted the referral

of the matter to the Advisory Board the Board's recommendation, and

the_final Board of Trustpes decision to terwinate the appointment"(1975:34).

We have, then, an individual who lost his job cram a modern university

because the comnunity perceived his ideas and actions as aberrant. The
.

historical precedence for tUch an event comes from a similarly prosperous
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and eventful time in higher education - 1900. Both periods were times of-
,

rapid growth,.institution building,.and an increasing bureaucratization

of procedures. Ross and Franklin had similarly high marks from students

and fa ulty as intelligent and industrious, with an excellent record of

scholar yresearch. Both individuals were married men, under forty, who

had c ildren. The academic community had always been their li*elihood and

after their firings they both found teaching positions elsevihere: Ross at

Nepraska and later at Wisconsin, and.Franklin at Rutgers University.

Their dismissals centered around problems external to the university-

Asian immigration and the Vietnam war-and they created much discussion

nationally and locally. The majority of the faculty stuckby their

president, but there was also a sizable minority of the faculty who

dissented in favor of Ross and Franklin. The context of the situations

were one of conflict and discord...1- of potential, actual, and symbolic

xdolence within the university and against one individual. What remains

to be seen is if these acts were rituals of affliction, what similarities

they have, if any, to the struqt13.-skl and functional qualities of ritual

in primitive society, and'finally, what can be learned from their analysis.

II Framework

Society is not a haphazard collection of indiviivals that construct

their reality individually. Rather, society is a group of individuals that

construct their Meaning not only from individual consciousness, but also from

a life-world that has order and structure Prior to the individual entering

it. In this light, society entertains a structural dialectic between the

objective structure and subjecti*e interpretation that is mediated by

history,ftime, and the positioning of the actors within the social drama.

Berger and Luckmann comment on how we create our colleqtive knowledge:

-Institutionalization Occurs whenever there is a reciprocal typification

of habitualized actions by types of actors. '?Ut differently, any such

typification is.an institution. What must be stressed is the reciProcity

of institutional typifications and the typicality of-not only the actions

but alSo the actors in institutions.Thetypifications of.habitualized

actions that'constitUte-institutions are always shared ones. They

dre"available to all members of the particular social group in question,

rand t#e institution itself typifies individual actors as well as
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inaividual actions:"The institutions posits that actions of type X

will be performed by actors of type X. For example, the institutiOn

\ of the law posits,that heads shall be chopped off in specific ways,

under specific circumstances, and that specific types of individuals

shall do the.chopping (1966:54).

To translate: a net, a web of social relationships exisfa,-and how

people interact with, 6.1141 in, that net is determined by the web itself

as well aa the miltitude of individuals that mark their existence in

ihat web. This interpretation rejects the idea that individuals are

mechanistic pawns who can do nothing to determine their bwn history, and
a

the idea that individuals can create their own reality. People create
,

meaning for their lives, make sense of their world, by a collective

ideology that allows the individual a freedOM of interpretation and

action within a set of boundaries defined by collectively shared patterns

and symbols.

Ritual cbnflict exista within this net. 9It can be viewee from
v

several perspectives: as an institutionalized system, it acts cathartically

in order to preserve and restore order to the organizationi as a device for

qui profane world,.it allows-communication with elements of the eacred

world; as a structure for the community, it distances virtual from actual

violence; and as a symbol, it invokes,individual meanings in accordance

with the actore relationship to, and knowledge of, the collective

,structurea and functions of ritual violence. As stated, most.theo4e8

of ritual focus upon the assumption that ritual is structurally deep,
.

or that ritual-is time-lree. An alternative way of understanding ritual

is to ask how the particular society wherein ritual resides was created,

how it operates today, how it has changed over time, and how ritual has

,worked within that institution. When we-speak of ritual and look to the

individual structure we frame our,questione so that our answer depends

upon rituals relationship to society, rather"than the reciprocal

interactionof the social and structural relationships within society.

A better understanding of the perspective of ritual within a

socially constructed and mediated reality can be gained by a discussion

of: a) the positioning of the actors and their roles, b) the time frame

1.

/
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.in which these actors function, and the specific set of ritual eyents

that take place, and c) the place of ritual within societal reality.

Actors and their-roles: The actors for whom we concern ourselves are

the sacrifiers, the high priest, priest-officiants, and the victim.

Hubert and Nauss call those people whom receive the benefits of the

victim's sacrifice the sicrifiers. The sacrifier can be either an

individual or a group of individuals bonded together in a common interest.

Within this collectivity'exists an individual or small delegation of

indivudals who will officiate as priests during the sacrifice. It is

the priests responsibility toserfopmthe sacrifice, defined as, "A

religious act, which,through the consecration, of the victim, modifies

the condition of the moral person who accomplishes it or that of Certain

objects with which he is concerned" (Hubert and Mauss, 19(81:13). Generally,

the sacrifiers attribute to the priest(s) a unique power of defining the

form the ritualwill take, when it will take,place, and who the victim k

will be. The priests are the upholders of.social morality, as well as the

physicians who heal diseased social relationship9. Turner (1968) argues

that the attribution of this power to an individual is vital,for societies-

without centralized political institutions. I will argue later that

attributed power is as powerful in organizations with a centralized

political hierarchy.

The priest can be seen as the guide to the sacrifice; the one
r,

who will be both of the.sacred and profane worlds, and who will have

a distinct relationship with the victim, high priest, sacrifiers,

and the,gods. Within the priest resides the poWer to direct the ritual,

'expulsion of the victim from the profane world into the sacred. The

priest's knowledge of how to perform the act ensures that errors will

not happen, and that the victim's disease will not spread throughout

the collectivity. Dress, masks, preparation, the time pf thesadrifice,

become focal points for special consideration that only the priest

may resolve. Thus, as the preest-officiant increases his sacredness,

he makes safer his travel with the victim to the world of the acred.

This serves the double function of allowing the priest to return

to the community, and resume life within the world of the profane.
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A,distinction can novgbe made between the priest-officiants and

the leader (or high-priest)of the collectivity. 'The high-priest may

or may not officiate during the ceremony. An attributed social power

resides in this individual'so that he/she is generally the one in

the profane world who acknowleages that a crisia exiats withinthe

community, and that a form of ritual is needed to quell this drisis.

The high-priestcan either appoint those people who will be priests,

Or the leader can take on the sacred qualities for himself. As

leadership exists within a apecific set of spatial and temporal

planes, so the leader's designation of the ritual is also strUctured

by those planes. The high priest is of the profane world and recognizes

the necessity for the gropp to create a generative transformation

to tha world of the sacred. It should be noted tharthe leader is not

necessarily of the sacred world, but rather, One who leads in the every-

day mundane affaira of the communitY. When the high-priest feels those

affairs threatenedit is through the attributed social power of the

group that this individual tan.start the sacrificial process in motion.

The victim provides the channel of communication between the

sacred and prOfane world. This being can take on many different

ahapes'and formelas an animal that is immolated as an offering,

during the course of a sacrificial.riie, as a scapegoat,who carries

the communal pollution ouf of the community, thereby,purifying the

profane world, as a'surrogate victim:that embodies an idea, or truth,

that the community Vey cherish, and at the same time fear.

The question remains why society choosea one victim and not

another; Ye the selection of the victim merely arbitrary? We have

a social desire for a sacred otiject that the community-at-large, or

through the atttibuted social power of the high-priest,.believes
-

resides in the,victim. It is at this point that we must draw into

play theepositioning of the actors, and an understanding of how the

historical processes interconnedI with those" actors. That is, to fully

understand why a particular actor is transformed into a victim, as a

scapegoat, a surrogate an offering, or otherwise, we cannot decontextualize

the ritual itself, but instead need to understand the history from which



these actors and structures have arisen, as well as the present

climate and tenor of the community, and larger society. To

decontextualize a ritual, or to describe the ritual'eVent void of its

immediate, circumscribed influences and climate-is to paint ritual

as a static process, unchanging; it then becomes a universal model

which can be applied to all communities.

AS,atated, the search for universals is not now helpful if we

are to work-within the framework of a socially constructed and mediated

world by whiCh peoplercreate - and recreate - their collective reality.

Because Society seeks a sacredness which appears in the fnture victim,

that individnll becomes a sacrificial object of the collective desire.

The victim, then, is an,object endowed with a sacredness designed to

save society. The community, working within the larger framework of

its history and itructural positioning,bcreateS a generative

'transformation of victimage that is structural movement from the world

'El of the profane,to that of the'sacred.

Within the actual ceremony of expulsion, society defines the victim

'as both cif,and outside of, the community. Some form of distancing
7 .

must taklOging the ceremony, so that the victim appears different

from the ordinary, but;not so different thit the lndividush his no

relationship with the comMunity. In this light, the Victim is not merely

an object of exchange, or a gift, to the gods of the sacred world.

We can neither predict who society will precisely._choose as its victim,

nor can we say that its seledtion is arbitrary. TheSacrifiers,,

the community and beneficients of the sacrifice, have a high-priest

end priest-officianta who translate the actions,of the victim as the

individual moves from the profane to sacred world. The victim has

a sacred character because of a collective representation of that
4

which isthe cause. communal pressure. The influence of histOry and
t

the force of time come into 'play so that the ritual is not a predictive

mechanism that is solely structural in natnrei but is directly_influenced

by its contextnalized history and representation of tiMe.
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Time: One aspect thnt needs to be considered when we discuss ritual

violence is the concept of time. That is, the repitition of an act,

the entropy of the organism, and the rate at which the organism repeats

the act and/or dies,,all provide markers for an understanding of ritual.

I am troubled by an analysis of a structure that is time-free. If

we take into account the idea that individuals, groups, institutions,

have distinct histories by which they define themselves, then we

necessarily need to account for the life history of the organization

under study when we consider the ritual aspects of a situation.

Berger and Luckmann support this view when they say, "Institutions

further imply historicity and control. Reciprocal typifications

of actions are built up in file coursescf a shared history. They cannot

be created instantaneously. Institutions always have a history, of

Which they are the prOducts. It is impossible to understand an institution

adequately without an understanding of the historical process in which ,

it-was produced" (1966:54-55).

At the same time, a linear model-of reality, which places acts

within set chunks of demarcated periods strikes me as bereft of a sense

of how change takes place. Within this view, we are forced to see time,

and the acts that occur within it, as a continuous movement, as a

, succession of epc5Chal durations, advancing in a unilinear movement.

-Instead of cyclic or unilinear, I view time as a pendulum, discontinuous,

with a succession of alternations and full stops. We distinguish

intervals not as time zones set in hours or days, but as periods

created in social life by society. The western idea that we fill in

blocks of time, that a particular,day or time period is when we must

fulfill a given act, ritual or otherwise, has confused the matter so

that.we see time ordering life rather than viewing a communityls life

. as'a serieti ofinterconnectea - and freeswinging - pendulums. That is,

an organization, whether primitive.or modern, exists not only by the

internal structures and cycles of itself, but also by its connection to,

and intertwining with, the larger societgalpolitical,social, and

economic structures. When we investigate ritual conflict it is critical

to consider how these different pendulubs interconnect and overlap with

one another. To oontinue the metaphor: a grandfather clock has a wide

swinging peohanimm, and it is only at the most extreme ends of the
3
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of the community pendulum that ritual conflict appears. Yet we

must also tgke into account that ritual conflict - the Movement from

the world of the profane to the sacred - isitempered and mediated by

the larger society. With this view, ritual conflict does not-begin ,

' merely becallae a community is in crisis, but depends alsb on individkal

actions and-the larger societal context.

rVictor TUrner(1964,1969) hasTosited that ritual is a "liminal"

period, one that'is timeless, unstructured, a process within a process.

Edmund Leach, on the other hand, looks at these liminal periods not

as unstructured, but as that which orders time. "The interval

between-two successive festivals Of the same type is a 'period',

usually a named period, e.g. iweek',1year'. Without the festivals,

such periods would nht exist and all order would go out of social

life. Until we have done this there is no time to be measured"

(Leach,1968:135).

There is much to be admired in the analyses of Turner and Leach

for they have broken free of a western definition of time that is

unilinear. We need to push the analysis further, however, and recognize

the larger historic processes within which ritual functions. To ask if

a system reaches the point,of ritual conflict every week or year is not
-

helpful; we must think of the epochs themselves and understand how they

order tiMe. To believe that ritual conflict is a universal that will
.

aiways when-Ote-iiitetiiiti pendulum reaches-its moat extreme

endpoints is to deny the complex interplay and interrelationships among

the organization, the larger social history, and the placement of the

- actors within this drama.

If we take the pendulums to be the macro view of a life sycle,

N we must also investigate the micro time-world, the liminal period, of.

the ritual itself. When We speak specifically of this liminalperiod,

we cam divide the ritual into sections: there isa preparation for the

sacrifice*Na symbolic death, a period of seclusion, and final*, a

symbolic rebirth. The preparation pf ritual violence is the naming of

a victim by the priest and the intensification of the victim's guilt

by placing upon the'victim the image,ihe saerifiers have produced.

The sacrificial preparation creates:the proper distance for the victim
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within the community. 'It will be remembered that a victim may be either

too foreign for the community, or too closely identified with the

group,' The preparation creates the proper distance s64that-the comnunity

can carry though with its sacrifice. The priest needs to prepare in a

variety of ways so that pollution-does not.take place, and so the

priept can correctly translate the dialogue that will occur between

both worlds. This preparation can be the time of the ceremonial dressing,

the time for annointing, and a host of other ablutions that will protect

the priest(s) aethey enter the actual sacrifice.

Merely because the priest and victim are both sanctified and prepared

for ritual violence in no way,necessitates a beginning for the sacrifice.

Hubert and Mauss claim, "It cannot take-place at any time or anywhere. ,

For not all times of the day or year are equally propitious for sacrifice.

. . . The place of the ceremony itself must be sacred" (1981:25).

To proclaim this does not run contrary to our discussion of time;

we note that there are specific places contingent upon specdfic times

for proper sacrifice to occur in both the profane and sacred worlds.

'This is not to say that the sacrifice begins at a prescribed time or

'that the denotation of western time is what Hubert and Mauss meant.

The sacrifice does nOt take place haphazardly, without reference to time

or highly rule-governed structures; indeed, the ritual occasion ic

highly'specified., yet it iE not_im-referenee to a particular time, but

to the continuity of, the sacrifice and the swing of the pendulums

themselves.

What follows the preparation is the symbolic death of a victim -

a representational movement from the profane world to the Sacred. The

nature of the victim is forever chanied at the culmination of the

sacrifice. Once the saerifice is over it cleansing process begins so that

the priest and community are purified from any pollution they may have

encountered from the.victimage as well as frcm any errors that may have

taken place during the sacrifice. Often this purification will take

place in Seclusion, until there is a symbolic rebirth that returns the

sooiety from the world of the sacred to that of the profane.

We have, hhen, i view of time acting not as an objective demarcation

of events, but as a socialli constructed marker for those events. The



ritual event has a set structure of activities which prepares the

individual for.sacrifice and insures the community against pollution

by victimaga. We must now address precisely what types of community

possess such rituals. Modern communities? Only simple societies?

Or is ritual violence exclusive to people of a specific mentality or

social structure?

Place of Ritual Violence: Various anthropologists have posited reasons

as to why modern society does not have_a_structural or cognitive need

for ritual. The'assumption has been that traditiona:. 3society has

functionally sacred uses for ritual because simplex society is of

a smaller scale and complexity than modern society. The function of

ritual in modern society, say these theorists, is now otiose because

of alternate structures that take the place of ritual. Instead of

looking at ritual as_ animbedded-deep- structure in a simplex society,

however, we,need to COnsider ritual within a contextual process that

has interconnecting links to other segments within the-SystemT That

the actors in the various social dramas of modern and traditional

society do not necessarilyhame to have a singular unified role relation-

ship to the rest of society in order for ritual conflict to appear.

Max Gluckman, for example, felt that tribal life appeared

distinctly different from modern society because of a highly

industrialized technology in multiplex communities. "If one follows

the development of'rituals through from tribal stages to the modern

indrstrialized state, there is first a decline, and then a drop, in

the ritualization of social.relations" (1962:25). Modern society, in

Gluckman's eyes, had created a plethora of roles for :the individual.

As the greater,segmentation of,role differentiation increased, ritual

use and practice decreased. Conversely, the greater the community

relied on the individual for all of its 'undifferentiated and overlapping'

roles, the greater the need for ritual.

To carry the point further, Gluckman, followed by Turner (1968)

expressed the idea that as modern technology forced simplex society into

the modern world, structural "cleavages" arose that produced divisiveness,

and therefore the rituals that once-served as a protection against disorder

no longer were of any real use. This sort of cleavage provided a clue



as to the disfunction of ritual violence within multiplex so4ety.

Again, because the structure had begun to crack (as opposed to the

individuals;within the structure) ritual was incapalCle,of effectuating'

any catharsis.for the community. Simples societies'are ones therefore,

wherein the political_structure-goeS unqnestioned and ritual conflict

*curs. This does not happen in modern society because the rituals

ere 'inappropriate.' "They are inappropriate in the state because we

have revolutionaries as'well at rebels. All other groups hav

voluntary and not compelled membership. And many differentiated secular

'institntions, with great freedom of movement, allow:for the temporary

solution of personal and sectional conflicts" (1965:135).

/ Variout_problems-arieteivifh the above analysiS when ritual is

considered within the social construction of reality. One assumption

is that all simple secieties, all preindustrial peOples existed in -

small units such that all individuals coexisted on' a face-to-face basis.

If we 'Consider, however, various works on ritual in large cities

(Crapanzano 1973) or similar analyses of preindustrial cities (Sjoberg 1960)14,

we can see that countless societies existed in pre-technological society
, .

that were not ordered on the face-to-face relationships that'Glucknan

deems as vital conditions for ritual conflictt That is, we can safely

assume that ritual conllict was as likely to happen with the Hamadsha

of Meknes in the nineteenth century as it was with the Ndembu. To state

that urban situations do not allow for cOhflict does not appear'to take

into account ritual conflict in preindustrial cities.

Role differentiation does 'indeed exist to a greater degree in

modern society than primitive ones.. Yet it is not helpful to paint

a,dichotomous distinction so that we see people with a unified ideology

and belief system on themone hand, and a highly segmentalized,

differentiated people on the other. Close-knit networks exist in both

modern and traditional society so that a common ground does exist on

which individuals are able to share move than that defined by their

formally assigned productive tasks'. The factory worker relates to
0

another factory worker not simplY as a woiker; but also as a friend,

an ethnic compatriot (or enemy), a sexual partnnr (or rival) and a host

of other social relationships. We carry with us a multiplicity of roles
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and while the relations of production may have changed in modern society,

the production of those relations, and the forces that relati to those'

relations remain.

A basic problem with a,view that traditional society had a need

for ritual relatinns is to account for why - and how 1- those needs

"have changed. That is, one is hard-pressed to account for change

and'how thosestructural cleavages have Come about if one believes .

that simple society existed in a close-knit network without anyOne who

questioned the moral order. All societies, however, have marginal people

. of one form or another; oftentimes these people will question the

structural order and possibly bring about change. Revolution's and:

revolutinaaries surely have occurred not only in the twentieth century,

but throughout time. There hav,e,beeri rebellions not only against

the emperor, but also the empire. One need only to read about hhe

'cargo cults (:)1' New Guinea (Lawrence 1964;Harris 1975) to hind individuals

who,questioned the socio-political order of the time and so- Zto
foment change. that few people questioned the moral order is not to be

debatedvta think, however, that noone prior to modern society

revolted against structural forms appears mistaken.

When one approaches the study- of ritual;.of necessity we must look

atthe larger societal context; to do otherwise presents the problems

'that have just been considered: a singular conception of how people

structured and liVed their lives, riuther than an acceptance of the

multiplicity of codes and forms that have always existed in the

world. If we are capable ol looking at the reciprocal relatinnships of

these Various structures we,will gain a different understanding of

ritual than is normally done.

An interim summary is in order: If we understand how people socially

cOnstiuct their lifemvorld, than three points become central to

consider in a study of,ritUal:thes actors and their ponitions, history

and time, and the Place'of ritual in_multiplex-simplex society. To

study ritual structures divorced from time relies on the belief that

history does not temper or altersocietal reality. To accept that

role segmentation did not appear in traditional sOciety'denies the

multiplicity of paradigmatic changes at work throughout societ*es.



To point toward a iheory of universal victimage relies far.too aeavily

on a belief that the infihiie complexities of life can be reducell to-.

one simple mechanis'tic formula wheieby individuals have little, if any,

freedom of movement. Yet each point, when considered not in opposition

to one another, but of interconnected significance, points toward a

more integrative understanding of ritual's relation to A society
,

than is cOMmonly considered.

ihis section has so4Ght to define ritual violence and place it

within the time hnd spatial arrangements of h br.oailer framework than

is nOrmally done. We now needlo turn to ProfessOr Reanklin's casa.

at Stanford University for data which we will be able to interpret

through the framework of the social construction of reality.

III Ideas'as Victims

Place:The Modern Organization Most definitely, distinctions exist between

a modern organization and simple societies.. ,Modern organizations are

voluntary; members do not enter-the organization at birth, and it ip

highly likely that they will not be in the organization at death.

'The organization has" neither a structured geographical setting nor

generational-kinship similarities to simple'Societies. At the same

tile, there are characteristics of scene modern organizitions that
.

parallel those of simple society. Erving Goffman (1961) describes

total institutions as:organizations where all aspects of life occur in

the same place and under the same authority; each member's deny

activity is carried out in:the sane proximity as a large group of

memberst....the day's activities are highly scheduled and coordinated;

and there is a single script designed for the organization. Priesohs,

boarding schools, and residential universitiee are examples of total

institutions.

Another similarity of a modern organization to that of a simple

society is found in institutions 'with a unique history and background

that seee itself as having a distinctive purpose. That is, many organizations

have a distinctive history and traditions, a series of emblematic symbols

by which people define themselves. Even Max Gluckman admitted that some

modern institutions have similarities to tribal life. He felt that pockets

of social relations existed where one set of roles influenced the actors



performance in-other roles. He, too, pointed to a university as an

example (1962:43) of one of these pockets.

I prOpose, then, a more systematic investigation of a university

culture in relation to ritual violence. Institutions have a life, a saga,

a belief system, that relates to the framework of society as a whole

insofar as the-interplay aniOng individuals is codified by both this

. larger soöiall'and more community-specificarameWork. This.interpretation

lends itself to an-understanding of the sacrifice of whom I will term a

modern-day victim of a multiplex. community - H.Bruce Franklin- for

surrounding his trial we shall see'a sacrifice centering around an idea

that is the lifeblood,bf the university - the idea of Academic Freeaom.

In short, were Academic Freedom to be destroyed, so wOUld the-university.

Stanford, a residential institution with a particular tradition.and

history, is the place for which we discUss ritual-conflict. With a

sacrifiCial victim the university movedfrom the world of the profane

to that of the sacred inzorderto -kill - and thereby preserve -

-that t7ihich it held most high - Academic Freedom. Various other examples

of kings acting as paupers,or sacrilegious action toward holy objects

during a rituel'momenare Akin to how we view the victimage of the idea

of academit freedom through the'triai of a tenured faculty. member.

Actors: President,Advisory Council4Professor,Academic Communla As stated,

.Professor Franklin is the victim Of this drama. 'The leader and high-

priest is the president of the institittioni-Hicherd Lyman. I view the

priests of:the rite to be the Chair of the Advisory Council, and the

other tribunal members. The upiveriity community - students, administration,

and most importantly, faculty - were the sacrifiers. The sacrifiers

were the chief beneficiaries of the act. They resided in the profane

world, and it was this world that was threatened, that.contributed to

the ritual taking place.
6

/

The Stanford victim possessed the dual qualities of being within

and outside the community. Franklin was a Mnianities professor in a
0

scientific community, a Marxist in a conservative institution. .Professor

Franklin had tenure, but wheh his promotion to full professor came-up,

it.was denied on the grounds that it was premature (Franklin 1975:29).

'The victim's dress, style, and demeanor were deCidedly different from
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that of other tenured faculty members:* He wore work7shirts and combat

boots, lived off campus, and saw his rolewith students not as a tutor

or I-earned pedagogue, but as that of a friend and Compatriot (Franklin,1975).

Before the fdismissal proceedings began the high-priest placed Franklin

on academic probation, and disallowed him from setting foot on the campus.

Thus, Franklin took on the needed exterior and interior qualities

necessail,for sacrificial victim of this sort: he rooked and acted

differently from other tenured faculty, the administration relieved him
0,

of any responsibility prior to the trial, he lived away from the university,

community, and the university denied him the full participation and

status of becoming a full professor. Finally, iiihen the community

vi& the tribunal - revoked his tenure appointment the comments made

concerned the.iipossibility-of 'rehabilitation''(see page 10).

The secular leader and ,Ildgh-nriest of the Sacrifice:was the

president of the university. A full professor of the faculty, and

administrative member for a short timei this man haa the right balance of

power, and was in a position at a particular moment in time whereby he

could accuse someone of:a crime so that a'sacrifice could be effected

that,would move the victim from the profane to the sacred world and

thereby save the university from destruction. It is imperative to note

'the position of the actors within this drama. Normally, a president

would neither have the need to invoke a sacrificial trial, nor would any

individual be in the position to.gain such t*Pmendous attributed power.

FUrthermore, an individual who was not at all of the faculty, but simply

an administrator, or someone from outside thecommunity whose serviee to

° the institution was minimal - such,as was the case with President Pitzer
,

wbald have undoubtediY encountered thehostility and suspicion of
%

the sacrifiers. President Lyman, it should be iterated, succeeded

in.unifying the cost:unity to the point that the vast majority of the

faculty cOalesced around the president and viewed the victim as the

cause of their troubles (see.page 10).

The Advisory Council was also a fitting tribunal the ancient goa

,of tbeology was balanced by the new paeans of academia:engineering,

science, sociology, business and psychiatry. These priestS were

highly respected men ana enjoyed a long affiliatilp with the university.



All but the theologian wore the garb of the university - suits - and

they donned the juridical sulks of a. courtroom in order to carry out

what was'to,become the sacrificial process. The.testimony heard by

the professore reads like ear courtroom proceedings: "due process,

out of-order, overruled, objettion sustained" etc,,and yet, cAriously,

.not one.of these men'was a lower or a judge. They had taken on new'

roles and masks for this sacied occasion.

We have, then, the positioning of actors within a drama that allowed

'for attributed power to the leader, aid social vidtimage to a deviant.

Power was given to the prieste so that they could define the form and

time of the sacrifice as weil as act as guards to the viCtim on his

'journey from the profane to the sacred. The high priest named the victim,

announced that a crisis existed and a ritual would take place. Furthero,

he appointed the priests (see page 9) to ensure that these individuals

were powerfuland sacred enough to perform the needed traisformation.

To believe, however, that the leader or high-priest alWays has this power,

to consider that any professor of-Franklin's persuasion will be chosen

arra victim, is to disregdrd this positioning at different moments in

history. The ability of an individual.to appear as a threat to the

emp3re has existed relatively rarely in the hi:I:tory of any institution

or community. What now needs to be considered is the historic and

structural processes at work that surround this ritual.

Time': Pendulums and Structures Ritual'violence - in any social system -

is extrw-ordinary. It is that moment-when the pendulum of the community

has swung to its most extreme pointo'knd the larger social-historical

process is also in a state of enervatiot and change. In Professor

Franklin's case, the initability of the university came about because of

a-void'of top leadership, the activities of an inatitution that many

deemedwrong, and the larger social context of a war that posed chaos

for the'entire social-order. The sacrifiers, led by the high-priest,

saw the violence abroad.andat,home escalate, and they perceived,that

this violence would bring about the virtual destruction of the institution.

The expulsion of Professor Franklin brought about a cathartic euphoria

and freedom from an impending pollutant.

Perhapa most complex within the discussion of time is the notion



that FrankliM was an offering of that which the University held most

high - academic freedm - from their profane world to thesacred.

Let us remember the,core of the modern university, the early concept

of Lehrfreiheit, which we now discuss under the generic heading of

-academic freedom. All people of the university give verbal support

to the idea, ,and the free assertion and discussion of ideas is allowed

a broad range. EMile Durkheim, an academician, writing in the heyday

of Lehrfreiheit, stated: "There is at least one principle which those the

most devoted to the free examination of everything tend to place,above

'discussion and to regard as,unfOuchable, that is to say, as sacred:

this is the very principle of free examination" (1915:244). In

October of 1982 two Stanford authors echoed that sentiment in an article

in the univerty newspaper saying: ?No issue, except possibly salary,

is of moreenduring concern to the Stanford faculty:than intellectual

freedom" (Stayer and Calabrese,1982:4).

Yet a dontradiction exists that in order to save that which a

society perceives to be most sacred, it will expunge from its system

during periods of crisis that same sacre'd object or idea. During this

'liminal period,a profane community discovers what is most sacred,

Snd sets about to offer it to the sacred world So that the profane can

again apotheosise its core beliefs. The history from which the organism

tips come - its forces and drives - the perception of time as a:series of

ihterrelated pendulums, and the activityCof the individuals within the

sistem come together and set iM motion a structural pattern bent on

creating movement from:the profane to the sadred in order to 'save

the Community.

It is important to point out that only twice in the history of the

institution has its destruction seemed imminent - during the Franklin

case, and in 190a, with Professor Ross. The similarities attested to

imthe first part of this paper point to the institutionalization of

a Code for ritual violence in the university. Our misunderstanding

ofritual violence in modern organizations is inexorably, due to the

ra4ically4ifferent nature of the forms of:written and oral discourse
,

within modern organizations. If.we accept the Franklin case as a

potentially destructive 'drum' and view this drum within the complex



'

net of social'relations we canunderstand the structure itself, and

tfie similarities to ritual violence in other communities - either

traditional or.Zodern. Appendix I points out the structural similarities

and contextual differences of the two cases,of ritual violence at

Stanford University. ,

While the time of the ceremony was not prescribea by any

individual , the:order of events did follow a'set pattern. A foim
of ritual tends to occur while the university is in session. Edward
Ross lost his job during the fall quarter of 1900, and Bruce Franklin's

trial took place during the fall term of 1971. Each member of the Council

worked six hours a day, every* ,day, for'most of the quarter, not on

teaching or research but on the sacrificial proceedings.

The preparation for the aacrifice took place ,from the time that

Lyman accused Franklin of misconduct, and named the form the sacrifice

would take. Throughout the summer term the Advisory Council prepared

documents, and the victim became further distanced from the community.

Franklin lost his job, resulting in the symbolic death of the victim,

and the university returned to normal and discussions about academiC

freedom ceased. The president took a sabbatical to E4rope and cleansed

himself in seclusion from the community of the impurities hehad received
throughout the proceedings.

What may be termed the conscience of the sacred idea, the role

occupied in double faahion by the theologian and Chair of the Advisory

Council, issued a minority report whose purpose was to create -

and recreate - a new moral order. "The university has many champions

at work defending its interests. The individual, particularly if he

espouses unpopular beliefs, is not so amply blessed with supporters.

Stanford University will be less a true university without (Franklin)

and more a true university with him. We may do untold harm to ourselves

and to the cause of higher education unless, by imposing a penalty short

of dismissal we seek to keep him as a very uncomfortable, but very

important part'of what this university or any univeraity is meant to

be" (Franklin Files Advisory Report:146).

Thus began the symbolic rebirth of the victimized idea - academic
freedom. The voice for Academic Freedom, the Advisory Council Chair,



eventlially was elevated to the position of Provost, and finaliy,,_

Presideht of the university. His elevation signified the symbolic

restoration of the university's affirmation and belief in

academic freedom. Calm had been restored to the universitY; the

atmosphere of chaos had abated.

'Conclusion

The argUment,can be made that I have pushed the analogy of ritual

violence in a modern organization too far. I have described a modern

system where the actors within a socially conatructed reality act

differently from those in primitive society when dealing with conflict.

Indeed, the 'viOlence' of A faculty member's expulsion from a university

can seem trivial to the anthropologist who has watched ceremonies or

ritual initiations where young boys go through a series of physically

termful and violent episodes. my intent, however, ia not to show that

the same forma of ritual take place in all societies; it is to point

out that the cognitive and social mechanisms that are at work in simple

Society are also evident in modern institutions which have defined

parameters, such as a university. I have also sought to describe,

ritual not as an isolated event divorced from societalreality, but

instead have shown how the wider societal context and the acts within

that context directly influence the ritual structure.

We have seen how ritual violence operates in a modern setting, with

a distinct set -of actors, what functions it serves, and in what forms

the conflict occurs. In times of criais, a group of people with a common

ideology and belief system, for a variety of reasons, see their world

threatened. In a situation-of perceived chaos a leader/high-priest

has attributed social power so that he/she can set in mOtion a sacrifide

in order to save the community. The prieats, appointed by the

leader, enact the ritual so that the victim is moved from the world of the

profane to that of the sacred.

The ritual violenae that occurred with Ross in 1900 and with

Franklin in 1971 also his differences - and so they should. As society

is not static, neither is ritUal. Again, ritual acting with and in

a net of complementary forces, changes because of these forces. While



the structural elements and sYmbolic aspects will be similar, the

codes vary due to the period in which the ritual takes place, and the

individual actors within'the ceremony. Thas, the increased bureaucra-

tization and institutionalization of the university called for a greater

amount of written documents during the Franklin case, than in Ross's

day. The role of the high prieat who perceived the chaos in Ross's

time Was the owner of the university, while it was the president

for Franklin. The,vocal sacrifiers in Ross's time were the faculty,

yet the student role had increased by Franklin's time so that they

'too were beneficients of the sacrifice.

The similarities between the Roaeand Franklin cases arrar& us an

understanding of how the actors within their structural roles have

'different positions within the stage of the drama, thereby creating change

within the drama itself. The understanding of time and the Social and

historical processes thtt arm entirely out of the hands of the community

Asian immigration and a war in Asia - contextualize the ritual so that we

see another factor at work that,builds toward:the needed sacrifice. The

sacrifice itself, however, follows set patterns, again influenced by

the actors and the social world in which it operates.

To paraphrase a nineteenth century phildsppher: "Organizations

make their own history, but they do not make it just aa they please;

they do not make it under circumstances chosen,by themselves, but under

circumstances directly encountered, given and transmitted from the past."

Students of ritual, need to reckon with what these circumstances are. and

how they intrude into the structure.of ritual in the here-and-now.

The life of Stanford University - and no doubt other modern organizations -

demands a symbolic understanding of its actions, the individuals within

those actions, and the history from which it has come.
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Structural element

Table I:Stnicture of Ritual

Stanford.I-

Ritual Detail

Stanford II

Ritual Detail

High priest

Priest(s)-.

Sacrifier(s)

. Victim

-Symbolic victim

Societal Pressure

'Community Pressure

Preparation

Sacrificial Form

Seclusion

Symbolic Rebirth

'Trustee/Owner

President

Academic Community

Faculty

Professor:

Scholar/teacher

Academic Freedom

Asiati immigration

Growth/Institution

Building

4

a)Trustee to President:

letters/conversations

b) Victim on sabbatical

Letter of Dismissal

Trustee goes abroad

Tenure as a system

Ross Case:1900

VI

President

Advisory Council

Academic CoMmununity

FaCillty/Students'

Professor:

Scholar/teacher

Academic Freedom

Nietnam war

GrOWth/Institntion
0

Building

: President to Victim:

letter of suspension

Tribunal andReport

President goes abroad

Chair of Advisory

Council becomes

President

Franklin Case:1970


